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Abstract 
This paper presents a fatigue assessment for multi-pass welds based on the simulation of a welding process, a post-
weld heat treatment (PWHT) and a cyclic fatigue loading. The commercial software Virtual Weld Shop is used for 
the modelling of a welding process and PWHT. Welding induced residual stresses and the information about the 
material state can then be used in the fatigue analysis of the entire engine structure by the submodeling technique in 
ANSYS. Based on this calculation procedure a more accurate prediction of the component lifetime is possible. 
In order to validate the proposed approach an experimental setup with multi-pass single bevel butt weld is 
investigated. Temperature evolution during welding and X-ray measured residual stresses were compared with the 
results of simulation as well as failure behavior after cyclic loading. The fatigue analysis, including the welding 
induced residual stresses based on the Findley criterion with critical plane approach, was able to predict the different 
crack initiation for specimens with and without PWHT. 
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1. Introduction 
The engine frame of a low-speed 2-stroke diesel engine is a welded structure made of thick steel 
plates. This structure, which consists of a bedplate and a column, is subjected to a cyclic loading from 
combustion, propeller thrust and inertia of moving parts. Assuming an engine lifetime of 30 years the 
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Firstly, a 5-pass full penetration GMAW welding (Ø1.2 mm solid wire, CO2) was performed on the 
single side clamped cantilever beams of steel S235JR with the width of 1000 mm. During the welding 
process, the bending of the sample was restricted by clamps in order to simulate the situation of the real 
engine structure. Secondly, the specimen was cut into 12 clamped samples for the cyclic bending fatigue 
tests. Half of them were additionally subjected to PWHT at 550°C for 150 min. The clamp was loosened 
when the corresponding holding down force was applied by the test actuator. Thus, the weld seam 
remained during the whole time in the same condition concerning the residual stress state. 
In order to validate the results of the welding simulation by the experiment, the temperature evolution 
was measured during the welding process in different areas. The measurements of the welding residual 
stresses were carried out by an X-ray diffraction technique at the Fraunhofer IWM in Freiburg. 
A microstructural analysis of the welded specimen without PWHT performed at Sulzer Innotec has 
shown that the chemical composition of filler and base metal was different. Therefore, in respect of the 
welding simulation should be distinguished between two materials. 
In total, 24 specimens with and 24 specimens without PWHT were tested with 10 million load cycles. 
The force was applied in order to achieve the loading induced stress ratio R = 0 on the strain gauge 
(Fig. 1a). After each test, the samples were broken and the possible crack was characterized. From the 
observation of the crack surface it has been found, that in all cases the crack initiation is different for the 
samples with and without PWHT (Fig. 1b). 
3. Simulation of welding process and post-weld heat treatment 
A reliable simulation of a welding process, in order to predict residual stresses is very demanding not 
only in respect of calculation time but also regarding a comprehensive description of the material 
behavior. The ANSYS-module VWS offers two different approaches for a welding simulation: a coupled 
thermomechanical approach with a semi-empirical Leblond-model for the transformation kinetics and a 
sequentially uncoupled thermomechanical approach with the empirical STAAZ-method [4]. Since both of 
the material models have inconsistencies in respect of the modelling of multi-pass welds, the STAAZ-
approach was used in this study. This approach avoids the uncertainties of CCT derivation and the 
microstructure contribution to thermal strain is directly included, which makes it faster. Further 
development of the STAAZ-approach for multi-pass welds is an ongoing research and is a part of the 
AIF-project [5]. 
In the thermal analysis, both the preheating and the inter-pass temperature were taken into account. A 
surface and volumetric heat source with a Gaussian density distribution was used in order to describe the 
heat input of the welding arc and the melt droplets. The arc efficiency factor and the energy distribution 
between the surface and volume were adjusted according to the size of the weld pool from the weld 
microsections. For the boundary conditions during the thermal analysis, convection, radiation and the 
contact with the clamping tools were considered. In the mechanical analysis, the elastic-viscoplastic 
temperature dependant material behavior including the phase dependant dilatation and the transformation-
induced plasticity was considered. Both, thermophysical and thermomechanical material properties were 
determined by the commercially available thermodynamic code JMatPro based on the chemical analysis. 
For the thermal simulation a 120 mm wide geometry was used, from which 80 mm in the middle part 
were taken for the mechanical analysis under plain-strain boundary conditions. In order to validate the 
thermal analysis, the temperature evolution at different locations during the welding process was 
compared to the measurements. For the mechanical part, the residual stresses were compared to the X-ray 
measurements on two clamped specimens from the middle of the 1000 mm wide welding sample (Fig. 2). 
Because of the limited accessibility only stress measurements on the upper side of the specimen were 
possible. 
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Fig. 2. Comparison between measured and calculated temperature evolution during the welding process (left) and residual stresses 
in longitudinal and transversal direction. 
The discrepancy in longitudinal stress close to the weld interface may be caused by the wrong fraction 
of the ferrite attributed to the uncertainty associated with the material model, which was unable to 
describe multiple heat treatments in this area. 
Using the same temperature and strain-rate dependant material description as for the welding process 
simulation, PWHT in a clamped state was simulated. As Fig. 3 shows, PWHT can significantly reduce 
residual stresses on weld toes. 
Fig. 3. Stress reduction during the PWHT: equivalent stress history on three notches (left) and distribution of the first principal 
stress. 
4. Fatigue analysis 
Both the residual stresses as well as those induced by an external load affect the fatigue life of welded 
structures. Since the residual stresses on a weld toe are often close to the yield strength, even a moderate 
operational loading can induce a local re-plastification and a new stress distribution. Such an alternation 
occurs primarily during the very first load cycle [6] and should be considered in the fatigue analysis. In 
case of the fatigue tests, the very first cycle leads to a decrease of the equivalent stress on the notch A 
(Fig. 4), whereas stresses on the notch B increase. During the second cycle no significant change of the 
stresses occurs and the fatigue analysis can be performed using the stabilized stress state. 
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 Fig. 4. Alternation of residual stresses after the very first 
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corresponds to 15.0=M . Assuming the same mean stress sensitivity for 910  cycles the left side of (2) 
can be determined from the definition of M and one can obtain 143.0=k . 
In order to predict the failure behavior in the fatigue tests, this approach was applied on the stabilized 
stress state at the second cycle. Fig. 6 shows the calculated values of the damage parameter acting on 
different planes for each notch. The predicted values of the parameter D  are able to reflect the situation 
observed in the experiments: the fatigue failure in case of PWHT is most probable on the notch B, while 
in case without PWHT – on the notch A. This is valid not only for the planes parallel to the weld toe (bold 
lines at °= 0θ ) but for the entire family of planes. It is also evident, that for the considered problem, 
PWHT increases fatigue strength of the component. 
Fig. 6. Findley damage parameter as a function of plane orientation for two notches with and without PWHT. 
5. Conclusions 
This study presented a fatigue assessment for multi-pass welds based on the simulation of a welding 
process, PWHT and a cyclic fatigue loading. The combined effect of welding and loading induced 
stresses has been considered in the fatigue analysis by the critical plane approach and the Findley damage 
criterion. It was possible to explain the behavior observed in fatigue tests where the failure occurs in 
different places depending on whether PWHT was applied or not. 
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